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Nationalities 

Vichy France 

Vichy French forces always have a heroic leader attached to one infantry 

unit. Once this leader is eliminated, all Vichy French units must retreat 

two hexes per flag rolled (unless a German unit is in an adjacent hex), and 

at the beginning of every turn roll 1 die. If an infantry symbol or star is 

not rolled, all Vichy French units must surrender immediately. 

House Rules Units 

Italian Armor 

Because the majority of their armored vehicles had much thinner armor than 

even the Sherman, use two figures for Italian medium armor. 

Japanese Armor 

Because the majority of Japanese armor had less than an inch of armor, 

again use two figures for Japanese medium armor. 

Tank Destroyers 

Both Italy and the US used open topped tank destroyers. These were often 

the target of snipers targeting the crew in the open. Only Italian and 

American tank destroyers can be hit by snipers on a grenade result. 

Armored Cars and Patrol Cars 

When armored car and patrol car rules came out, it made these thin skinned 

vehicles as hard to destroy as Tiger tanks. They are faster and harder to 

hit than a slow Tiger tank, but they don’t have much protection when hit. 

When an armored car is successfully hit, reroll all dice that hit, and 

destroy the figure on grenade or armor results. When a Patrol car is 

successfully hit, reroll all dice that hit, and destroy the figure on 

grenade and infantry results. 

Tiger Tanks 

Tiger tanks were much slower than medium tanks, and they had a much better 

gun in the FLAK 36 gun that could hit other tanks at a longer range and a 

larger shell than medium tanks. Tiger Tanks move 2 and shoot at 4,3,2,1. 

When hit, reroll all hits and destroy the unit on a grenade result. 

Light Armor 

Light armor was used as recon AFV’s because of their speed. But in game 

terms, I kept the speed at 3 because we don’t know the scale of a hex in 

relationship to a real space. But light tanks had much smaller guns than 

their larger counterparts. Most of the examples I have found were armed 

with a 37mm gun, while Russian light tanks were armed with a 45mm gun. 
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These were ineffective against most medium tanks of mid to late world war 

two. Light tanks cannot target heavier armor types, only other light tanks, 

infantry, and artillery. 

Half Tracks 

Half tracks could move at least at fast as medium armor as and faster than 

most. Also half tracks could carry better than light machine guns. Half 

tracks move 3 and fire 4,3,2 and can re-supply an adjacent unit. There are 

one to three figures depending on scenario instructions. 

Stug Assault Guns 

The Sturmgeschutz or STUG was an assault gun capable of carrying out either 

an infantry assault role, or as an anti-tank gun. A STUG can move 1 and 

battle or 2 and not battle, they fire at 4,3,2,2 and cannot take take an 

extra hex under North African Desert Rules. 

Rocket Artillery 

Rocket Artillery was a devastating weapon developed near the end of the 

war. Most of the major powers in world war two had developed rocket 

artillery, at least mid to late war. Rocket artillery was not precise, but 

hit and area and was an indirect, area attack weapon. Rocket artillery 

moves one and no battle and fires 4,3,3,2,2,1,1 and attacks all adjacent 

hexes to the target at 2. Rocket artillery can be transported by half track 

by adding one half track figure. When transported rocket artillery cannot 

fire and cannot fire the turn it is dismounted. The half track must not 

fire or re-supply the turn the rocket artillery is dismounted. When 

dismounting, place the half track in an empty adjacent hex. If there is no 

empty adjacent hex, the half track is discarded and leaves the game. 

German 88mm Anti-Tank Gun 

The German 88mm gun was design to be an anti-aircraft gun. Even before 

Rommel’s desert battles of 1940, it was found that the gun in an anti-tank 

role could penetrate even the heaviest armored tanks of the French and 

British. The gun was upgraded over the course of the war with better 

rangefinders and the ability to coordinate four guns in a battery. German 

88 anti-tank guns have all attributes of a standard artillery unit except 

they are a direct fire weapon and needs line of sight to the target. They 

fire 4,3,2,1 and can be transported by half track using the rules for 

rocket artillery. 

Motorized Infantry 

An infantry unit may be transported by truck to move farther across the 

battlefield to get them where they are needed. All standard infantry rules 

apply, but when transported, place a supply truck figure with this unit and 

it can move 3 hexes without battling. When dismounting, the infantry cannot 

move or fire and the truck cannot resupply. Only standard, elite, and SWA 

infantry units can be transported in this manner. The truck is placed in an 

empty adjacent hex. If there is no empty adjacent hex, the truck is 

discarded and leaves the game. While mounted, this unit may retreat three 

hexes per flag. 


